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Abstract
Dissolved zinc (Zn) concentration map modeled by means of ensemble artificial neural network. The ensemble
consists of 100 neural networks each of which was trained by using a different randomly-selected 70% of
observational dataset and the reported means and standard deviations are those calculated among the
members of the ensemble.
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Coverage

Spatial Extent: N:83.5 E:178.5 S:-77.5 W:-178.5

Dataset Description

This dataset is produced by applying artificial neural network on compiled dataset of observed dissolved Zn.
These data were previously published in Figshare (doi: 10.6084/m9.figshare.7403627.v3).

Methods & Sampling

Dissolved zinc (Zn) concentration map modeled by means of ensemble artificial neural network. The ensemble
consists of 100 neural networks each of which was trained by using a different randomly-selected 70% of
observational dataset and the reported means and standard deviations are those calculated among the
members of the ensemble. 

Data Processing Description

BCO-DMO Processing:

https://www.bco-dmo.org/dataset/773657
https://www.bco-dmo.org/project/766423
https://www.bco-dmo.org/person/766426
https://www.bco-dmo.org/person/51498
http://dx.doi.org/10.6084/m9.figshare.7403627.v3


(Comma Separated Values (.csv), 98.48 MB)
MD5:464d80110bc0018fcacf3f20c94e5447

- modified parameter names to conform with BCO-DMO naming conventions (removed units and symbols).
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Data Files

File

dissolved_Zn_modeled.csv

Primary data file for dataset ID 773657
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Related Datasets

Different Version

Roshan, S., DeVries, T., Jingfeng Wu, & Gedun Chen. (2018). Dissolved Zinc Climatology. Figshare.
https://doi.org/10.6084/m9.figshare.7403627.v3
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Parameters

Parameter Description Units
Longitude Longitude east degrees
Latitude Latitude north degrees
Depth Depth in the water column meters (m)
Zn_NN_mean Mean dissolved zinc concentration modeled by artificial neural

network
nanomoles per kilogram
(nmol/kg)

Zn_NN_std Standard deviation of dissolved zinc concentration modeled by
artificial neural network

nanomoles per kilogram
(nmol/kg)
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Project Information

Collaborative research: Combining models and observations to constrain the marine iron cycle
(Fe Cycle Models and Observations)

NSF Award Abstract:
Tiny marine organisms called phytoplankton play a critical role in Earth's climate, by absorbing carbon dioxide
from the atmosphere. In order to grow, these phytoplankton require nutrients that are dissolved in seawater.
One of the rarest and most important of these nutrients is iron. Even though it is a critical life-sustaining
nutrient, oceanographers still do not know much about how iron gets into the ocean, or how it is removed
from seawater. In the past few years, scientists have made many thousands of measurements of the amount
of dissolved iron in seawater, in environments ranging from the deep sea, to the Arctic, to the tropical oceans.
They found that the amount of iron in seawater varies dramatically from place to place. Can this data tell us
about how iron gets into the ocean, and how it is ultimately removed? Yes. In this project, scientists working on
making measurements of iron in seawater will come together with scientists who are working on computer
models of iron inputs and removal in the ocean. The goal is to work together to create a program that allows

https://doi.org/10.6084/m9.figshare.7403627.v3


our computer models to "learn" from the data, much like an Artificial Intelligence program. This program will
develop a "best estimate" of where and how much iron is coming into the ocean, how long it stays in the
ocean, and ultimately how it gets removed. This will lead to a better understanding of how climate change will
impact the delivery of iron to the ocean, and how phytoplankton will respond to climate change. With better
climate models, society can make more informed decisions about how to respond to climate change. The study
will also benefit a future generation of scientists, by training graduate students in a unique collaboration
between scientists making seawater measurements, and those using computer models to interpret those
measurements. Finally, the project aims to increase the participation of minority and low-income students in
STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics) research, through targeted outreach programs.

Iron (Fe) is an important micronutrient for marine phytoplankton that limits primary productivity over much of
the ocean; however, the major fluxes in the marine Fe cycle remain poorly quantified. Ocean models that
attempt to synthesize our understanding of Fe biogeochemistry predict widely different Fe inputs to the ocean,
and are often unable to capture first-order features of the Fe distribution. The proposed work aims to resolve
these problems using data assimilation (inverse) methods to "teach" the widely used Biogeochemical Elemental
Cycling (BEC) model how to better represent Fe sources, sinks, and cycling processes. This will be achieved by
implementing BEC in the efficient Ocean Circulation Inverse Model and expanding it to simulate the cycling of
additional tracers that constrain unique aspects of the Fe cycle, including aluminum, thorium, helium and Fe
isotopes. In this framework, the inverse model can rapidly explore alternative representations of Fe-cycling
processes, guided by new high-quality observations made possible in large part by the GEOTRACES program.
The work will be the most concerted effort to date to synthesize these rich datasets into a realistic and
mechanistic model of the marine Fe cycle. In addition, it will lead to a stronger consensus on the magnitude of
fluxes in the marine Fe budget, and their relative importance in controlling Fe limitation of marine ecosystems,
which are areas of active debate. It will guide future observational efforts, by identifying factors that are still
poorly constrained, or regions of the ocean where new data will dramatically reduce remaining uncertainties
and allow new robust predictions of Fe cycling under future climate change scenarios to be made, ultimately
improving climate change predictions. A broader impact of this work on the scientific community will be the
development of a fast, portable, and flexible global model of trace element cycling, designed to allow non-
modelers to test hypotheses and visualize the effects of different processes on trace metal distributions. The
research will also support the training of graduate students, and outreach to low-income and minority students
in local school districts.
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Funding

Funding Source Award
NSF Division of Ocean Sciences (NSF OCE) OCE-1658392
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http://www.nsf.gov/awardsearch/showAward.do?AwardNumber=1658392
https://www.bco-dmo.org/award/766422

